
Flashcard Friday List #10: 
Write each TERM (underlined and in bold) on the FRONT of your flashcard and the definition on 
the back. I will give you a ring clip to keep all of your cards together. When they are finished, 

place them in your student portfolio  

           Front of note card         Back of note card 

1 Natural Selection: the process where organisms  
that are best suited to their environment survive and  
pass on their genetic traits in increasing number to the 
next generations. At the same time, organisms that are 
 less adapted fail to survive or multiply at a lower rate 
 and tend to be eliminated from the ecosystem. In short, 
 the fittest organisms survive and multiply. (eg these  
tortoises are suited for different island conditions.  

2 Genetic Variation (or Genetic Diversity): having many  
differences/traits within a species. The greater the genetic  
diversity within a species, the greater that species' chances of  
long-term survival. For example, the bird heads & beaks. 

3 Fitness: The ability to survive in a given environment because of having the right traits (i.e. a 
type of beak for a bird, fur for an animal, gills for a fish, etc).  

4 Mutation:. In genetics, a relatively permanent change in the genes or a plant or animal that 
causes physical characteristics that are different from what is normal.  

having many differences/traits 
within a species. The greater 
the genetic diversity within a 
species, the greater that 
species’ chances of long-
term survival.  

Genetic Variation 	  
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